The olfactory system has generated considerable ina neuron.
there is a progressive sharpening of the response They carried out experiments in the urethane-anesthespectrum from olfactory bulb through olfactory cortex tized rat, in which the cortical EEG showed the wellto orbitofrontal cortex, reflecting a type of feature exknown spontaneous alternations between a fast-wave traction at the highest cortical level.
state (FWS) and slow-wave state (SWS). Single-cell re-
In awake behaving monkeys, most neurons in the olcordings from the olfactory cortex showed vigorous factory region of the orbitofrontal cortex decrease their spike discharge responses to odors during FWS but not responses to an odor of a food to which the monkey is SWS. This indicated that the flow of activity through the fed to satiety (Critchley and Rolls, 1996), indicating that olfactory pathway was gated in relation to behavioral these neurons encode the reward value and relative state in a manner similar to other sensory systems pleasantness or unpleasantness of a stimulus within its (Steriade and Llinas, 1988). behavioral context. This property, however, is not exThe authors carried out further experiments to docuclusive to orbitofrontal cortex; it has also been seen in ment this finding. The gating applied across the odors recordings from mitral cells in the rat olfactory bulb tested, and thus was not odor specific. It was found (Pager, 1974) and in some neurons in olfactory cortex with both natural and artifical respiration. It was partic-(Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995). It appears that ularly prominent in the olfactory cortex, including the behavioral context is communicated to multiple levels anterior pyriform area and the olfactory tubercle, but of the olfactory pathway. These multiple levels appawas largely absent from the olfactory bulb; the small rently bridge across the gating between regions such degree of gating found there may reflect the action of as olfactory cortex and orbitofrontal cortex. the long association fibers in the cortex recurring to the The fact that olfactory processing begins in the olfacolfactory bulb. 
